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Electromagnetic properties of the rotationally aligned band in 162Dy
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Rotational band structures in162,164Dy were studied by projectile inelastic excitation on a118Sn target at
near-barrier energies. States with spin up to 241(221) of the ground-state band and 181(181) of the
g-vibrational band in162Dy(164Dy) were populated in these reactions. States with spin spanning from 81 to
201 of the rotationally alignedS band in 162Dy were populated by way of its band-crossing point with the
g-vibrational band at spin 121, where strong mixing occurred due to an accidental degeneracy. ThisS band
eventually crosses the ground-state band at spin 181 and becomes the yrast at spin 201. From the peripheral-
collision g-ray yield data, sets of electromagnetic matrix elements for both the intraband and interband tran-
sitions were determined by using the Coulomb excitation code,GOSIA. The measured intrabandE2 matrix
elements were used to derive a quadrupole deformation of theS band that is'20% larger than those of the
nearby low-lying collective bands. This represents the first measurement made for the quadrupole deformation
of theSband for states well below the crossing point with the ground-state band. The two-phonong-vibration
harmonic strength in162Dy is highly fragmented, 36% of the strength is located in twoKp541 bands at
excitation energies 1535.9 and 2181.0 keV, respectively. Significant octupole collectivity was observed cou-
pling the ground-state band to theKp522 band in 162Dy.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.64.064317 PACS number~s!: 21.10.Ky, 21.10.Re, 27.70.1q
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I. INTRODUCTION

A sharp change in the moment of inertia for the rotatio
band along the yrast sequence in deformed nuclei is belie
to be caused by the intersection of a rotationally aligneS
band and the ground-state band@1#. The degree of sharpnes
in the change of the moment of inertia depends on the in
action strength between these two bands, which is a func
of the degree of filling of the high-j orbit occupied by the
aligned two quasiparticles in theS band@2,3#. This rotation-
ally induced alignment of the angular momentum of a pair
decoupled particles is an important manifestation of the
riolis interaction in nuclei. Many related issues on other
pects of the interplay between the single-particle and the
lective motions also can be addressed by study of theSband.
For example, the gradual reduction of collectivity of theS
band beyond the crossing point, derived from the measu
lifetimes, strongly suggests that a shape evolution, from p
late through triaxial to oblate, occurs@4–6# because of the
gradual dominance of the single-particle motion in the c
tribution to the total angular momentum.

Most of the spectroscopic data available for these alig
two-quasiparticle bands are for states near or above
crossing point in mainly neutron-deficient nuclei. This is b
cause the heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reaction, which is
main experimental method used to study this phenomen
favors the formation of the neutron-deficient nuclei and
decay mechanism favors the path along the yrast seque
The only exception is for the low-spin members of theS
band in the stable nucleus,160Dy, where candidates for th
41, 61, and 81 members were identified by the (a,3He)
reaction@7#. The electromagnetic properties for theS band
members below the crossing point were basically unkno
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prior to the present work although limited electromagne
properties for theS band in 164Er were obtained in an early
Coulomb excitation@8#.

In this paper, we present a unique case where membe
the S band, with spin ranging from 81 to 201, were popu-
lated by Coulomb excitation. This provides, for the first tim
extensive data on the electromagnetic properties and also
locations of theSband members below the crossing with t
ground-state band. In addition, other aspects of collectiv
such as the two-phonong-vibrational strength and both th
dipole and octupole strengths to the negative-parity sta
were measured in the same experiment.

Following submission of this paper, preliminary results
a study of high spin states populated via the incomplete
sion reaction was reported in conference proceedings
Jungclauset al. @9#. The incomplete fusion reaction wor
populated high spin states to similar or higher spin to th
seen in the present work, and the agreement between t
separate studies is excellent. However, the Coulomb exc
tion population mechanism differs significantly from that f
incomplete fusion, leading to different focus for the phys
implications. The incomplete fusion study focused on t
band interaction strengths, whereas the present Coulomb
citation study emphasizes the electromagnetic propertie
the interacting bands.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A highly enriched 118Sn target, with 99.975% isotop
abundance, was bombarded by a162Dy beam at Elab
5780 MeV ~790 MeV for 164Dy), provided by the 88 in.
Cyclotron facility at the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
ratory. The projectile and target combination was chosen
©2001 The American Physical Society17-1
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optimize the study of multinucleon transfer reactions b
tween a spherical and a deformed nucleus. Results on
two-neutron transfer reaction leading to the production of
neutron-rich nuclei have been published in a previous pa
@10#.

The target with thickness'250 mg/cm2 was prepared by
evaporating118Sn onto a carbon foil of'20 mg/cm2 and
overcoating with aluminum of'6 mg/cm2 thick. Scattering
angles of both the projectilelike and targetlike nuclei, p
their time-of-flight difference, were measured by the high
segmented parallel-plate avalanche detector array, CH
@11#, which covers scattering anglesu from 20° to 85° and
95° to 168° relative to the beam axis and an azimuthal an
f totaling 280° out of 360°. Valid events required the co
cident detection of both scattered nuclei and at least
g-ray detected by GAMMASPHERE using 100 Ge dete
tors. A total of 7.03108 events were collected for162Dy in
about 66 h with an average beam intensity of about 1 part
nA; about 4% of these events have ag-ray fold of three or
more. A total of 0.233108 events were collected for164Dy in
about 4 h with an average beam intensity of 0.6 particle n

Reconstruction of events from the measured two-body
nematics allows the determination of masses of the reac
products, velocity vectors, andQ value. CHICO achieved an
angle resolution of about 1° inu and 9.3° inf, and a time
resolution of about 500 ps, leading to a mass resolut
Dm/m, of about 5%, which is similar to the resolution r
ported previously@12–14#. This mass resolution is sufficien
to distinguish projectilelike from targetlike nuclei and appr
priate Doppler-shift corrections for the detectedg rays can
be applied. The typical resolution for the total Dopple
correctedg-ray spectrum is about 1.0%. Shown in Fig. 1 a
the rawg-ray spectrum and Doppler-shift corrected spectr
for both the targetlike and projectilelike nuclei for the ang
lar range of 60°,uc.m.,100°.

III. RESULTS

The level structure of162Dy has been studied extensive
and has been categorized into 16 rotational bands@15#,
which include the ground-state,g-vibrational,Kp541, and
Kp502, 12, 22, and 32 octupole-vibrational bands amon
others. The ground-state band was extended from spin1

@16# up to 241 at 6153.5 keV, while states with spin up
181 of the Kp521, g-vibrational band and 122 of the Kp

522, octupole-vibrational band were populated. The kno
Kp541 band at 1535.9 keV was extended from spin 71 to
spin 161 at 3835 keV, while a newKp541 band at 2181.0
keV was identified up to spin 61 by this work and the work
of Bauer@17#. States with spin ranging from 81 to 201 of
the S band were populated in this work and with spin up
281 were identified by the work of Jungclauset al. @9# and
Bauer@17#. Current work is the first case where an extend
sequence of theSband, below the crossing with the groun
state band, has been populated by Coulomb excitation
their electromagnetic properties have been determined.
the transitions and level placements were identified by ev
having at least threeg rays.

The level scheme of the ground-state,g-vibrational, andS
06431
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bands and the observed transitions from this experiment
shown in Fig. 2, where the complex band intersections of
S band with the ground-state band at spin 181 and with the
g-vibrational band at spin 121 can be seen. The interban
transitions between theg-vibrational and the ground-stat
band are not shown in the figure for clarity, but their relati
intensities are listed in Table I. The agreement with the R
@15# is reasonable except for the 10g

1 decay. The relative
g-ray intensities for the decay of theS band members are
listed in Table II. The level scheme of theKp522 octupole-
vibrational and twoKp541 bands, and their couplings t
the g-vibrational band are shown in Fig. 3. The relativ
g-ray decay intensities for members of twoKp541 bands
are listed in Table III. Note that the level scheme of both t
g-vibrational and theS bands has been modified and e
tended significantly for states with spin 121 and above from
the previous work@18#. Also the DI 52 transitions to the
ground-state band for the 81 state at 1985.9 keV and 101

state at 2262.3 keV of theS band, seen in the early wor
@18#, were not observed in this experiment.

For 164Dy, the known level scheme for both the groun
state andg-vibrational bands@19# was extended significantly
by the current work. The ground-state band was exten
from spin 141 to spin 221 at 4932.0 keV while the

FIG. 1. The rawg-ray spectrum for the reaction between
118Sn target and a162Dy beam is shown in~a! together with
Doppler-shift corrected ones for the projectilelike particle~b! and
the targetlike particle~c!. The labeled peaks are theI→(I 22) tran-
sitions for the inelastic channel unless specified. The interband t
sitions between theg and ground-state bands are grouped byDI
50, 1, 2 as indicated in~b!.
7-2
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ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 064317
g-vibrational band was extended from spin 61 to spin 181 at
4037.8 keV. The level scheme and the observed transit
from current experiment are shown in Fig. 4. The relat
intensities for theg-ray decay of theg-vibrational band
members are listed in Table IV.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Prior knowledge of the absoluteEl strengths for
162,164Dy was limited to the band heads of collective ban
except for the ground-state band where theB(E2) values or
the lifetimes for states with spin up to 181 in 162Dy @16# and
141 in 164Dy @20# were measured by the Coulomb excitati
experiments. The current work, which benefits from sign
cantly improved detection efficiency for both particles andg
rays, expands our knowledge of the electromagnetic pro
ties not only to states with higher spin, but also to mo
exotic structures, such as the quadrupole deformation of
low-spin members of the rotationally alignedS band.

It has long been recognized that Coulomb excitation is

FIG. 2. Level scheme for the ground-state,g-vibrational, andS
bands of162Dy derived from the current work. For clarity, the in
terband transitions between theg-vibrational and the ground-stat
band are not shown but their relativeg-ray decay branchings ar
listed in Table I.
06431
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ideal experimental method to study collective aspects of
clei but it is not useful for studying theSband because ther
are no connecting paths having collective strength to
low-lying states. Therefore, the finding of the population

TABLE I. Relativeg-ray intensity for the decay of theg band in
162Dy.

Transition Eg ~keV! Relative intensity
This work Ref.@15#

2g→01 888.2 0.87~6! 0.90~4!

2g→21 807.5 1.00
3g→21 882.3 6.83~49! 5.21~22!

3g→41 697.3 1.00
4g→21 980.3 0.62~4! 0.57~5!

4g→41 795.3 1.00
5g→41 917.1 6.60~48! 5.32~68!

5g→61 634.3 1.00
6g→41 1058.5 0.60~4! 0.73~9!

6g→61 775.7 1.00
6g→4g 263.2 0.137~13! 0.13
7g→61 941.8 5.39~42!

7g→81 569.3 1.00
7g→5g 307.5 1.62~16!

8g→61 1121.7 0.91~13! 0.53
8g→81 749.2 1.00
8g→6g 346.0 0.62~4! 0.50
9g→81 957.0 1.00
9g→7g 387.7 0.49~5!

10g→81 1166.5 0.97~12!

10g→101 712.6 1.00
10g→8g 417.3 1.81~13! 9.5
12g→101 1247.6 3.37~51!

12g→121 721.1 1.00
12g→10g 535.0 6.64~93!

12g→10s 360.2 0.84~42!

14g→121 1243.4 0.26~11!

14g→12g 522.3 1.00
14g→12s 610.0 , 0.86

TABLE II. Relative g-ray intensity for the decay of theS band
in 162Dy.

Transition Eg ~keV! Relative intensity
This work

10s→101 887.4 2.7~13!

10s→8s 276.4 1.00
12s→101 1159.9 1.36~16!

12s→121 633.4 1.00
12s→10g 447.3 1.96~22!

12s→10s 272.3 0.122~17!

14s→121 1033.4 0.21~6!

14s→12s 400.0 1.00
14s→141 443.1 0.22~3!

14s→12g 312.3 0.051~8!
7-3
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the S band via Coulomb excitation of162Dy came as a sur
prise. In particular, population of the low-spin region cann
be reached easily by other experimental methods. A str
mixing between theS and g-vibrational bands at spin 121

opens a viable avenue for Coulomb excitation of theS band
and a rare opportunity to study its collective properties w
below the crossing with the ground-state band. The disc
tinuity at spin 121 in the dependence of moment of inert

FIG. 3. Level scheme for theKp522 octupole-vibrational band
and the known, plus a new,Kp541 band of 162Dy. Note that the
spin 122 state of theKp522 band has a different energy from th
quoted in a previous work@18#.

TABLE III. Relative g-ray intensity for the decay of the two
Kp541 bands in162Dy. Subscript 4 is for the band at excitatio
energy 1535.9 keV and subscript 5 at excitation energy 2181.0

Transition Eg ~keV! Relative intensity
This work Ref.@15#

44→2g 647.7 1.00
44→3g 572.9 0.68~15! 0.55~5!

54→3g 647.7 1.00
54→4g 572.9 0.81~46! 2.50~22!

64→4g 691.1 2.01~63!

64→5g 569.3 3.2~10! 0.53~8!

64→6g 427.9 1.00
45→2g 1292.8 1.00
45→3g 1218.0 1.13~24!

55→3g 1329.4 1.00
55→4g 1231.4 2.15~70!
06431
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on rotational frequency for both theg-vibrational andS
bands, shown in Fig. 5, is evidence for the strong mixing
the band crossing. The nearly constant moment of inertia
theS band is about twice that of the ground-state band. T
S band crosses the ground-state band at spin 181 and be-
comes yrast at spin 201 ~see Fig. 2!.

The analysis to extract the electromagnetic matrix e
ments from the experimentalg-ray yields was done using th
Coulomb excitation code,GOSIA @21,22#, which allows one
to search for the best set of electromagnetic matrix elem
by fitting the calculated to the experimentalg-ray yields.
Precautions were taken in the analysis to ensure that the
tering angular range used in the Coulomb excitation anal
is not appreciably perturbed by Coulomb-nuclear interf
ence effects. A comparison between the experimental yie
and Coulomb excitation predictions over a wide range
scattering angles was used to identify the onset of Coulo
nuclear interference effects. Figure 6 shows a compariso
g-ray yields between prediction and experiment for the
traband transitions of both the ground-state andg-vibrational
bands in164Dy over three partitions of scattering angle. On
two sets of data were included in the determination of el
tromagnetic matrix elements; that is, the scattering an
ranges 22.2° –29.2° and 30.0° –35.0°, because a consi
fit could not be obtained for the data with an angular ran

FIG. 4. Level scheme for the ground-state andg-vibrational
bands of164Dy together with the observed transitions from the cu
rent experiment.

V.
7-4
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ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 064317
FIG. 5. The kinematical moment of inertia as a function of t
rotational frequency for the ground-state,g, Kp541, andSbands.
The convention used in calculating the moment of inertia and r
tion frequency is from Ref.@27#. The level repulsion between theS
and g bands at spin 121 is indicated by the sudden shift of th
moment of inertia in the plot. The data above spin 201 for the S
band come from Refs.@9,17#.

TABLE IV. Relative g-ray intensity for the decay of theg band
in 164Dy.

Transition Eg ~keV! Relative intensity
This work Ref.@19#

2g→01 761.4 1.00~7! 0.87~3!

2g→21 688.3 1.00
3g→21 754.4 5.67~44! 5.55~93!

3g→41 585.3 1.00
4g→21 842.2 0.68~5! 0.62~6!

4g→41 673.6 1.00
5g→41 782.0 6.83~61! 9.1~17!

5g→61 523.1 1.00
6g→41 910.9 0.69~5!

6g→61 652.0 1.00
6g→4g 237.5 0.15~1!

7g→61 800.4 1.00
7g→5g 277.8 0.36~3!

8g→61 967.7 0.92~7!

8g→81 625.5 1.00
8g→6g 315.5 0.93~9!

9g→81 810.9 1.00
9g→7g 352.4 0.84~18!

10g→81 1013.9 0.80~10!

10g→101 596.1 1.00
10g→8g 388.2 3.46~42!

12g→101 1052.5 0.74~12!

12g→121 567.3 1.00
12g→10g 455.3 , 22
06431
between 35.7° and 42.4°, where the onset of Coulom
nuclear interference effect occurs.

The available independent data from the current exp
ment is less than the number of unknown electromagn
matrix elements to be determined, thus a strategy had to
used to limit the number of free parameters in the fits
avoid a runaway minimization. Matrix elements we
coupled together wherever is possible, using observed
tematics, to reduce the number of free parameters. For
ample, theM1 components for theDI 50 or 1 transitions
between theg-vibrational and ground-state bands are gen
ally small and theE2 components are correlated well wit
those ofDI 52 transitions by the equation@Eq. ~4-210! in
Ref. @23##

AB~E2,I K8→I K!5^I K8K8222uI KK&@M12M2$I K~ I K11!

2I K8~ I K811!%#j, ~1!

whereM1 andM2 are the fitting parameters,K85K12 and
j5A2 if K50 and j51 otherwise. Thus, theM1 matrix
elements can be ignored and the whole set of the interb
E2 matrix elements can be reduced to one free parame

-

FIG. 6. Comparison of theg-ray yields between the prediction
and experiment for theDI 52 intraband transitions of both the
ground-state and theg-vibrational bands in164Dy. The solid circles
are the data for the angular range between 22.2° and 29.2°,
open squares for the angular range between 30.0° and 35.0°,
the solid diamonds for the angular range between 35.7° and 42
The solid and dashed lines are the Coulomb excitation calculat
for the best fits to the data.
7-5
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TABLE V. Intrinsic matrix elements for the intraband transitions of both the ground-state andg bands and
for the interband transitions between those two bands in162,164Dy.

Nucleus ^K50uE2uK50& ^K52uE2uK52& ^K52uE2uK50& M2 /M1

(e b) (e b) (e b)

162Dy 2.18 2.19 0.245 20.0121
164Dy 2.23 2.24 0.250 20.0128
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that is the absolute strength, with the ratio ofM2 /M1 fixed
by the observed branching ratios. Note that the intrinsic m
trix elements between bands are related toM1 andM2 by the
equation@Eq. ~4-211! in Ref. @23##

^K8uE2uK&5M114~K11!M2 . ~2!

It is reasonable to assume that theE2 matrix elements within
a band are correlated by the rotational relationship
driven by one free parameter, that is, the intrinsic ma
element. Two such parameters, one each for the ground-
andg-vibrational bands, and one additional parameter for
interband intrinsic matrix element between the ground-s
and g-vibrational bands, were used in the fit of theg-ray
yields in 164Dy. These determinedE2 intrinsic matrix ele-
ments for 162,164Dy are listed in Table V. They have an un
certainty that is less than 5%. The best fit of theg-ray yields
between the calculation and experiment is shown in Fig
where the normalizedx251.52. A good agreement i
reached for the spin up to 181 of the ground-state band an
up to 141 of the g-vibrational band.

The strong mixing of theS band in 162Dy with the
g-vibrational band complicated the analysis compared to
case for 164Dy. In 162Dy both the intraband and interban
transitions for states with spin 121 and 141 of the
g-vibrational band were treated as free parameters, ra
than using the coupling scheme, but the relative strengths
a given state still were fixed according to the observ
branching ratios. The same principle was applied to the tr
sitions for theS band members. For theDI 50 transitions
between theS and ground-state bands, the dominant com
nent was measured to beM1 for both the 81 and 101 states
by Fieldset al. @18#, and was confirmed by our angular di
tribution data. The dominantM1 component also was sug
gested by our data for theDI 50 interband transitions from
the 121 and 141 states. The measured branching ratios of
DI 50 interband transition relative to theDI 52 intraband
transition showed that theseM1 matrix elements are corre
lated well by the equation@Eq. ~4-254! in Ref. @23##

^I K8 ,K850siM1i I K ,K501&5~3/4p!1/2~e\/2Mc!

3^0sugRu01&@~2I K11!I 1~ I K11!#1/2d~ I K ,I K8!,

~3!

wheregR is an operator in the intrinsic frame and assum
K50 for theS band. The indexs is for theS band and the
index 1 for the ground-state band. The determined ma
element for ^0sugRu01&50.024(7). This corresponds to a
B(M1;8s

1→81
1)50.0058 W.u. A sample fit of the exper
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mentalg-ray yields to predictions for both the ground-sta
and S bands is shown in Fig. 7, and for theg-vibrational
band is shown in Fig. 8 the normalizedx251.54. Good
agreement is achieved for spins up to 201 of the ground-state
band and up to 161 of both theS andg-vibrational bands.

The measured intrinsicE2 matrix elements for both the
ground-state andg-vibrational bands are listed in Table V
The individualE2 matrix elements for the intraband trans
tions of the S band are shown in Fig. 9. TheE2 matrix
elements in the vicinity of the intersection between theSand
g-vibrational bands are listed in Fig. 10 together with resu
from a three-band~ground-state,S, andg-vibrational bands!
mixing calculation. The calculations were carried out usi
the intraband intrinsic matrix element^KuE2uK&52.31 e b
for both the ground-state andg-vibrational bands, 2.77e b
for the S band, and the interband intrinsic matrix eleme
between the ground-state andg-vibrational bands listed in
Table V. The unperturbed level energies were taken from

FIG. 7. Comparison of theg-ray yields between prediction an
experiment for the intraband transitions of both the ground-s
andSbands. The solid lines are the Coulomb excitation calculati
for the best fits to the data.
7-6
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ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 064317
interpolation of the smooth curves of moment of iner
shown in Fig. 5. A quantitative agreement is obtained
tween the measuredE2 matrix elements and calculation
The determined interaction matrix element between thS
and g-vibrational bands is'40–45 keV. This compare
with 31 keV, determined from the measured branching ra
for the decay of the 12g

1 listed in Table II according to the
description in Ref.@24#, which assumes that the quadrupo
deformation is the same for both interacting bands.

The electromagnetic properties for states with spin 81 to
201 in the S band in 162Dy can be summarized as follows

~1! The quadrupole deformation is'20% larger than the
deformations of the nearby collective bands both from dir
comparison of theE2 matrix elements with the rotor predic
tion and from comparison with the three-band-mixing calc
lation.

~2! Strong mixing with theg-vibrational band at spin 121

is evident from the level repulsion, shown in the plot
moment of inertia vs rotational frequency~Fig. 5!, and from
the calculated wave function for the 121 state of theSband,
u12s&'0.83u12s&unpert10.53u12g&unpert, in the three-band-
mixing calculation.

~3! The strong mixing is because of an accidental deg
eracy, not a strong interaction, judging by the weakness
the interaction matrix element,'40–45 keV derived from
the three-band-mixing calculation. TheS band eventually

FIG. 8. Comparison of theg-ray yields between the predictio
and experiment for both intraband and interband transitions of
g-vibrational band. The solid and dashed lines are the Coulo
excitation calculations for the best fits to the data.
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crosses the ground-state band at 181 and the interaction ma
trix element'12 keV was derived from the measuredg-ray
branching ratiosR@(18s

1→161
1)/(18s

1→16s
1)#50.30 ac-

cording to the description in Ref.@24#. This interaction ma-
trix element is comparable to 1762 and 1862 keV ob-
tained by Jungclauset al. @9# and by Bauer @17#,
respectively.

~4! A low value for the K quantum number of theS
band is implied by the dominateM1 component and the
magnitude of M1 matrix elements, B(M1;8s

1→81
1)

FIG. 9. TheE2 matrix elements for theI→(I 22) transitions of
the S band in 162Dy. The solid lines are the rotor values assumi
^KuE2uK&52.31 e b. The dashed line is the result of a three-ba
~ground-state,S, and g-vibrational bands! mixing calculation as-
suming a 20% larger intrinsic matrix element for theS band than
the one used for the solid line.

FIG. 10. The determinedE2 matrix elements for the transition
of the 121 and 141 states of both theS and g-vibrational bands.
The values in the parentheses result from a band-mixing calcula
among the ground-state,S, andg-vibrational bands.
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50.0058 W.u., for example, were measured for theDI 50
transitions to the ground-state band.

There are twoKp541 bands in 162Dy populated in the
current experiment. Since both bands decay mainly to
Kp521 g-vibrational band, we consider the couplings
the Kp521 g-vibrational band to be the only interban
transitions pertinent to this study. The interband transitio
of the known Kp541 band at 1535.9 keV to the
g-vibrational band were found to be correlated well by E
~1!. TheM2 /M1 ratio, listed in Table VI, was determined b
the observed branching ratios that are listed in Table
Thus only one free parameter, that is the absolute inten
was needed in the analysis for the interband transitions w
the ratioM2 /M1 fixed. The same ratio was assumed for t
interband transitions for the newKp541 band at 2181.0
keV because the limited data on the decay branching ra
listed in Table III, are consistent with such systematics. O
additional parameter for each band is needed to accoun
the E2 matrix elements within a band, which were assum
to be a rotor and driven by an intrinsic matrix element. T
determined intraband and interband intrinsic matrix eleme
for both Kp541 bands are listed in Table VI. The unce
tainty for the intraband intrinsic matrix element is'30%
and for the interband is'15%. The analysis of Bauer@17#
for a similar experiment givesB(E2;41(1536)→2g

1)
51.1(2) W.u. and B(E2;41(2181)→2g

1)54.5(5) W.u..
The correspondingB~E2! values from our analysis ar
1.15~35! W.u. and 2.78~83! W.u., respectively. Direct com
parison between these two studies should be treated
caution as the assumption made on the correlations for
interband transitions is different. The perturbation to the c
relations of the interband transitions due to the coupling
tween the rotation and intrinsic motions is ignored in Baue
analysis, that is, the ratioM2 /M150 is assumed.

The measurable collectivity for the coupling betwe
thoseKp541 bands to theKp521 g-vibrational band can
be addressed in the framework of a two-phon
g-vibrational excitation. Since the mixing of those intrins
states with two-quasiparticle states may be significant, du
the excitation energies being near or above the pairing g
one measure of the integrity of two-phonong-vibrational
state is to compare the intrinsic matrix element of tw
phonon to one-phonon excitation using the harmonic tw
phonon strength as a yardstick. Comparison in the intrin
frame is necessary because the non-negligible coupling
fect between the rotation and intrinsic motions as discus
in Ref. @25#. The knownKp541 band at 1535.9 keV ac
counts for'11% of the harmonic two-phonong-vibrational

TABLE VI. Band-head excitation energies of the twoKp541

bands and their intrinsic matrix elements for the intraband tra
tions and for the interband transitions to theg band in 162Dy.

Excitation energy^K54uE2uK54& ^K54uE2uK52& M2 /M1

~MeV! (e b) (e b)

1.536 2.28 0.115 20.0304
2.181 2.19 0.178 (20.0304!
06431
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strength using the determined intrinsic matrix elements lis
in Table V and VI and the newly identifiedKp541 band at
2181.0 keV accounts for'25%. These results are consiste
with a highly fragmented two-phonong-vibrational excita-
tion in 162Dy.

The only negative-parity band populated in the curre
experiment is theKp522 octupole-vibrational band in
162Dy. This band has the lowest excitation energy and
strongestE3 strength,B(E3;32→01)59.5(6) W.u. @26#,
among all the known octupole-vibrational bands, which
cludeKp502, 12, 22, and 32 bands. Since theE3 mode
cannot compete with theE1 mode for the decay of member
of the octupole-vibrational band to those of the positiv
parity band, the observedg-ray decay branchings contain n
information on theE3 systematics. In contrast, theE3 mode
is responsible for the population of the negative-parity ba
by Coulomb excitation. In our analysis, the Alaga rule w
assumed for theE3 interband matrix elements between t
Kp522 and the ground-state bands. Rotor values were
sumed for theE2 matrix elements within the band. For th
allowed E1 transitions to theg-vibrational band, the Alaga
rule was found to be valid in correlating thoseE1 matrix
elements derived from the observed ratios ofE1 transitions
to intrabandE2 transitions. For the forbiddenE1 transitions
to the ground-state band, theE1 matrix elements, derived
from the observedE1/E2 ratios, correlated well using th
equation@Eq. ~4-95! in Ref. @23##

^K852,I K8iE1iK50,I K&5A2~2I K11!1/2

3^I K~K821!11uI K8K8&,

F ~ I K2K !! ~ I K1K11!!

~ I K2K21!! ~ I K1K !! G
1/2

^K8umDK52,n51uK&. ~4!

A total of four parameters, one for each group of electrom
netic matrix elements, were used in the fitting to theg-ray
yields.

The intrinsicE1, E2, andE3 matrix elements resulting
from this analysis are listed in Table VII. The uncertainty f
the E1 intrinsic matrix element to the ground-state band
'15%, for theE1 to theg-vibrational band'50%, for the
E2 within a band'25%, and for theE3 to the ground-state
band'20%. The latter implies that theB(E3) for the 32

→01 transition is 5.5~22! W.u., which is lower than 9.5~6!
W.u. measured in Ref.@26# by 1.75 standard deviation. How
ever, one has to bear in mind that the current analysis
phasizes the averageE3 strength over the individual strengt
for the transitions between theKp522 octupole-vibrational

i-
TABLE VII. Intrinsic matrix elements for the intraband trans

tions of Kp522 band and for the interband transitions to both t
ground-state andg bands in162Dy.

^Kp522umDK52,n51uKp501& 0.00037 e b1/2

^Kp522uE1uKp521& 0.0053 e b1/2

^Kp522uE2uKp522& 2.41 e b
^Kp522uE3uKp501& 0.244 e b3/2
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and the ground-state band. This result may suggest the
tence of a non-negligible spin-dependent term in theE3 sys-
tematics. TheE1 intrinsic matrix element obtained for th
forbidden transitions to the ground-state has a similar m
nitude to those found in the neighboring nuclei of162Dy
@26#.

V. SUMMARY

The electromagnetic properties for162,164Dy have been
studied using projectile excitation by a118Sn. The signifi-
cantly enhanced detection efficiency for both scattered he
ions andg rays in this experiment, provided by the comb
nation of GAMMASPHERE and CHICO, has allowed stud
of nuclear structure to higher excitation energy and spin
in greater detail than previously attained. One of the m
distinct results is the first measurement of electromagn
properties of theS band for states with spin 81 to 201, that
is, well below the crossing with the ground-state band. T
strong mixing between theS and theg-vibrational bands in
162Dy allowed such study by Coulomb excitation. The qua
et

er

o

en

-

.

-
lei
-

.
v.

06431
is-

g-

vy

d
st
ic

e

-

rupole deformation of theS band between spin 81 and 201

was found to be'20% more deformed than observed for t
nearby low-lying collective bands. In addition, other aspe
of collectivity, such as the two-phonong-vibrational excita-
tion and the octupole-vibrational excitation also were a
dressed by the current experiments. A highly fragmen
two-phonon g-vibrational excitation was found in162Dy
with 36% of the harmonic two-phonon strength distribut
among the lowest twoKp541 bands. SignificantE3
strength was observed coupling the ground-state band to
Kp522 octupole-vibrational band.
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